
What you can expect from upgrading  
your CINEMA 4D Lite. 
Upgrading your free CINEMA 4D Lite version to CINEMA 4D Broadcast or Studio 
gets you lots of great features for an even better experience in 3D content creation 
and animation. Here you‘ll find the most important reasons to upgrade:

For a detailed feature overview of all product packages please refer to our online product comparison chart. 

CINEMA 4D Broadcast R15
•  The complete MoGraph Toolset 

With MoGraph, motion graphics artists have a palette of powerful tools at their hands that make 
it easy to create everything from flying logos to abstract effects.

•  Robust polygonal modeling tools 
Tools like Knife, Stitch and Sew, Brush and Magnet make polygonal modeling easy and intuitive 
and provide the building blocks for your imagination.

•  Physical Render 
Use real camera settings like shutter speed and aperture to view the Project through the lens – 
with 3D depth of field, motion blur and more. 

•  Particle Systems 
Any object can be used as a particle – such as geometry or lights. Particles can then be affected 
by various effects like gravity, turbulence, wind and many others to create stunning animations.

•  Stereoscopic Rendering 
Create stereo 3D visuals using the complete stereoscopic workflow inside of CINEMA 4D. Easily 
convert existing projects or create new stereo scenes using simple camera settings, and preview 
the stereo effect within the Viewport. 

•  Rigid Dynamics with MoGraph objects 
MoDynamics is based on the proven Bullet physics library. Set simple parameters like Mass, 
Bounce, Gravity, Friction and more and let MoDynamics do the work.

•  More easily create complex camera moves 
Extensive tools like Motion Camera and Morph Camera give you full control over your camera 
animation. And with the new Camera Crane you create realistic jib shots with a few clicks. 

CINEMA 4D Studio R15
 Includes all features from CINEMA 4D Broadcast R15, PLUS:

+  Physics simulation 
Advanced simulations like Soft Body Dynamics, Aerodynamic Forces and Cloth Dynamics bring 
your animations to a whole new level of realism. 

+  Advanced character animation tools 
An advanced toolset including the new character object for powerful rigging and cMotion for 
walking animation lets you animate your characters faster and more accurate.

+  Hair that‘s easy to create and animate 
Breathtakingly fast and a toolset with an intuitive interface, unlimited styling options and dyna-
mic animation. Hair offers realistic render quality and does so with minimum memory use. 

+  Intuitive sculpting tools 
Turn your models into digital clay. Model organic surfaces and easily increase the level of detail 
on any object with the fully-integrated Sculpt system in CINEMA 4D Studio. 

+  Sketch and Toon rendering 
The Sketch and Toon toolset in CINEMA 4D has the ability to create non-photorealistic styles of 
3D renderings. A variety of settings make it easy to create illustrations ranging from halftone 
stills to cel-rendered animations.

+  Unlimited Team Render Clients 
With Team Render you can easily exploit all the excess processing power in your local network  
to quickly preview scenes and render high-resolution stills or final animations.

http://www.maxon.net/products/general-information/general-information/product-comparison.html



